Pro Scouting Report
PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

Pro Position(s)

#

RB

25

Mack, Marlon

Scout Name (Last, First)

Wimmer, Rick

03/07/1996 (24)

COLLEGE

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

University of South Florida (FLSO)

2017 - 4 - IND

Indianapolis Colts

Games Played

Games Started

42

24

INJURIES
KEY STATS

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

21

MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert

Weight

40 YD

10 YD

Arm

5106

213

4.5

1.55

32"

STRENGTHS
WEAKNESSES
SCHEME FIT
PROJECTION

BACKGROUND

Positions Started Captain

RB

No

2019- Q but played, Wk 3 (calf); Q but played, Wk 5 (ankle); Out, Wk 12-13 (hand); 2018Out, Wk 1, 4-5 (hamstring); Out, Wk 3 (foot); Q but played, Wk 2 (hamstring), Wk 8
(ankle), Wk 13, concussion; 2017- Out, Wk 3-4 (shoulder)
2019- 3 games 100+ yds rushing; 1,091 yds rushing (11th in NFL), 4.42 ypa, 0 Fmb in 247
carries; 13 runs >15 yds (3rd Most in NFL); 2 drop (84.2% Catch Rate); 2018- 5 games
100+ yds rushing; 1,102 yds rushing, 4.90 ypa includes 2 playoff gms; Career- 8 games
100+ yds rushing; in past 2 yrs; 4.49 ypa in 3 yr career; just 3 Fmb (2 lost) in 587 touches

Height

EXPOSURES

50%

9"

35.5"

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

DNP

4.22

125"

15

@ LAC (9/8), @ TEN (9/15), @ KNC (10/6), vs HST (10/20), @ PIT (11/3)
AA including balance, long speed, explosive acceleration; Vision and Mental Process to
recognize/anticipate blocking leverage finding running lanes in zone and gap schemes;
Burst thru hole; Contact Balance and Finish; Hands and Adjust to ball; Competitive
Toughness in critical situations. Ball security.
Processing, anticipating, and adjusting to pressures vs LB/DL twists; Pass Pro technique
execution
He is a RB who fits in heavy run scheme from Gun or under Center w/ Zone (Inside or
Outside) and Gap schemes. Must limit use in passing situations because of marginal
execution of Pass Pro.
A starting RB you can win with on Inside & Outside Zone and Gap scheme running game
because of his good vision, burst, contact balance, and physicality to finish runs. These
traits along w/ his good competitive toughness in SY and GL situations make him a
productive RB in any area of the field. He displays good hands and ability to adjust to the
ball on Flare-control and Option/Check-down routes used in the underneath passing game
as well as in the Screen game. For teams who expect the RB to play a critical role in
protection, his opportunity to be used in passing situations may be limited by marginal Pass
Pro footwork and UOH.
A 3-year RB who has started 24 of 42 games played, including starting 12 of 14 games
played in 2019, missing wks 12-13 w/ a broken hand. He returned to play but in none of
the 4 remaining games did he take more than 48% of the offensive snaps or notch more
than 16 carries. However, despite his limited opportunities in the last 6 wks of the season,
his regular-season career-high 1,097 rushing yds was the 11th highest in the NFL and his 13
runs of 15+ yds ranked 3rd (PFF). He has spent the last 2 yrs of his 3-yr tenure w/ the Colts
playing for HC Frank Reich, OC Nick Sirianni, and RB Coach Tom Rathman where he has
become the featured back in an offense, because of an unexpected Andrew Luck retirement
had to rely heavily on the running game using Zone & Gap schemes along w/ RPOs and PAP.
He has solid height, weight, and hand size along w/ good arm length on a muscular upper

BODY TYPE / AA body and thick legs. He possesses good AA w/ good explosive acceleration and power, foot
quickness, and balance along w/ solid long speed, agility, and COD.

POSITIVES IN PASS GAME
Aligning almost exclusively in the backfield from either Shotgun or Dot alignment, he can find release lanes and
get into routes efficiently in the underneath passing game gaining fast width while turning his eyes back to the
ball while running Flare-control routes like Flat or Swing and finding leverage and voids on space-finding routes
like Option and Check-down routes. He exhibits very good hands w/ his ability to catch the ball away from his
body and good ability to adjust to the ball when thrown in a variety of positions including using his hand to
catch the ball thrown directly at his body, elevating to catch a ball above his head, slightly turning back to catch
a ball behind him, bending and reaching down to catch a ball below his hips, and extending his arms to catch a
ball out in front of him. Following the catch he shows solid ability to secure the ball and get vertical quickly,
displays good burst to split 2nd/3rd level defenders, has solid agility & COD to make a LB miss if given some
space, and displays good play strength and good contact balance to run thru an arm tackle of a LB or DB. He
exhibits solid processing and timing to execute in the Screen game using his good vision and burst to process
blocking leverage of the blocks in front of him along w/ smooth, subtle cuts to find creases for productive yards.
He shows a solid ability to process his Man protection responsibility vs LB/DB blitz and shows solid ability to
effectively chip vs DL to assist the OT before executing his route.

POSITIVES IN RUN GAME
He exhibits a tough, physical running style being able to control his tempo w/ good process of blocking leverage
on IZ plays and use his good vision and burst and solid agility to make smooth, subtle cuts to accelerate thru run
lanes w/ very little wasted movement. On OZ plays he shows his good mental process and discipline by running
w/ patience, continuing to press his angle and use blockers effectively. He has solid speed to get to the edge and
his good burst and vision allow him to stick his foot in the ground and change speed to accelerate into a crease.
On IZ and Duo plays he is able to use a jump cut when penetration shows in his anticipated lane and is able to get
to top speed quickly after accelerating thru the hole. On Power and Counter Gap Schemes, he runs downhill w/
his pads forward and shows good burst when a crease appears. Once at the 2nd/3rd level, he exhibits YAC and
finish w/ a very effective straight-arm w/ his off-hand, can spin out of a LB tackle, or can drop his shoulder to rip
thru a DB displaying good contact balance, play strength, and physical toughness. He has solid long speed to pull
aways from most defenders for big gains. He shows good mental process and competitive toughness in his
understanding of game situations as he has been very good in SY and GL situations and has the awareness and
unselfishness to stay in-bounds at the end of the game w/ the lead and good mental toughness seen thru his
quick return to play following injury (broken hand) as well as playing in 2 other games despite being listed as
Questionable. He has displayed very good ball security w/ 0 fumbles in 2019.

NEGATIVES IN PASS GAME
He displays marginal Pass Pro fundamentals w/ poor UOH, often turning to use his shoulder to block, and has
exhibited marginal footwork as he struggles to keep his feet under him, often ducking his head and lunging at a
blitzer. When he does keep his feet under him, he tends to catch and not deliver a blow that will stop the charge
of the blitzer. He has adequate ability to recognize and adjust to LB/DL twist when the OL-man ends up picking
up the LB leaving him the DL-man. While other RBs have been used in a variety of routes, the lack of assigned
route variety for him beyond Flare-control and Check-down routes give little opportunity to evaluate route
running ability although AA and mental processing indicators that show up in other areas might indicate the
potential is there to be a good route runner.

NEGATIVES IN RUN GAME
He has adequate ability to create positive plays when there is no running crease wide plays when he is unable to
get his shoulders downfield to at least move the pile. Although he had 0 fumbles in 2019 and just 3 in his career,
he does allow the ball to get away from his body when making cuts and does not always carry the ball away from
defenders as he is running toward along the sideline.

